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Today’s Presentation

• The Remote Food Photography Method© (RFPM)

– The RFPM process and the SmartIntake® App

– Validation studies among children

• Collecting RFPM Data via Video in Head Start

• Results from Mealtime Matters

• Q&A
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Food photography: A brief history 

• Direct visual estimation of food intake in schools has a long 
history, dating back to the 1980’s (Comstock, EM et al., 
JADA, 1981)

– Direct visual estimation of food intake has many advantages, and 
some disadvantages 

• Trained raters must be present in the dining location

• Throughput is limited and can disrupt the dining environment, particularly 
in school cafeterias

• Although some processes are less obtrusive, participants frequently see the 
human rater evaluating their food selection and plate waste; thus, reactivity 
can occur 
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Food photography as an evolution of direct 
visual estimation 

• Don Williamson and team sought to:

– Quickly and unobtrusively collect video of food selection and plate 
waste, and rate the images later with visual estimation 

– Increase throughput and not disrupt the dining environment 
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Digital Photography of Foods 
• Data are quickly captured via video  

• Raters us the Food Photo. App.© to calculate

intake based on the USDA database

• Error is +5.2 g vs. weighed intake

Plate
Waste 

Food 
Selection

Williamson, DA et al., JADA 2003; Eat, & Wt. Disord. 2004

Standard 
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The Remote Food Photography Method© and 
SmartIntake® app

Martin et al., BJN, 2009; IEEE, 2009; Obesity, 2012; Dibiano, et al., 2013

R21 AG032231, R01 DK089051
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Nicklas et al., J. Acad Nutr. Diet., 2017

Gram Intake: +2.9 mean % error.
Kcal intake: +7.5% (sig. Bland and 
Altman)
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Nicklas et al., Obesity, 25; 2017

-15.6% 
(consistent) error
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Collecting RFPM 
Data via Video in 
Head Start
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Challenges with Food Photography in CACFP Settings

• Family-style dining = lots of servings of food

• RAs concerned they could not capture eating for more than 
2-3 children

• The number of RAs needed becomes unwieldy

– Disruptive to teachers

– Disruptive to students, potentially altering eating

– Difficult to staff, particularly if data collection occurs over a short 
period and/or at a distant location
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Basics of video recording meals

• GoPro cameras with single leg tripod 
with weighted base

• Cameras need to capture plates at 45 
degree angle

• Surround table with cameras so all 
place settings are captured

• Different room/table layouts require 
different solutions
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In classroom recording process

• Set up cameras around empty tables, 
turn cameras on

• Give children name tag with study ID

• Children sit at table, table is set for meal

• RFPM cards taped to index card with 
each child ID noted

• RFPM cards placed next to each child’s 
place setting 

• RAs monitor if cameras are moved
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Post-recording image processing

• Goal: From videos, create still images of every pre-eating 
plate/cup and post-eating plate/cup

• Train RAs to reliability on identifying timing of pre- and post-
eating

• RAs also annotate every image with what was on the plate and any 
activity not well-captured in the image

• RAs make at least 2 passes of video, first to identify timing, second 
to “screen shot” pre- and post-eating and annotate image

• Lead RA reviewed 10% of RAs work to ensure accuracy
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Lessons Learned

• Teacher buy-in is critical

• Some food never ends up on the children’s plates, careful 
observation is essential

• Longer videos were more difficult for RAs to keep focused 
on

• Children with many screenshots were eating/drinking only 
small amounts of food. High accuracy may not have 
changed intake measurements very much



Children’s Lunch Intake 
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Children’s Lunch Intake 
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